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Abstract
Since Le Bon introduced his profound theory about the crowd in 1895, the phenomenon has been investigated across a
range of scientific disciplines. Nevertheless, the mystery of the popular mind seems so far unrevealed, especially with the
emergence of unfamiliar crowd movements, such as Twitter revolutions, which are triggered by novel types of media
and interpersonal communication. Such original collective behavior, along with the current turbulent sociopolitical global
environment, has necessitated the development of explanatory contemporary models. This research introduces a new
revolutionary crowd model with a unique set of internal and external factors that can fit the modern uprisings in order
to enable the understanding of the conditions that could lead to or prohibit the formation of revolutionary crowds. The
model is implemented to examine the effectiveness of oscillating intensified mass media on the crowd pattern and
dynamics. Among several emergent behaviors, the model shows an insignificant impact of disrupted intensified media on
the crowd, in contrast with consistent low-intensity media, the failure of contagion theory in sustaining a revolution
without a persistent stimulus, and the refutation of current claims of the insignificancy of leaders’ roles in igniting and
maintaining modern crowds.
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1. Introduction

Crowd behavior is an essential, mysterious, and complex

social phenomenon that has been investigated in different

disciplines, including sociology, psychology, and political

science. The significance of the phenomenon comes from its

typical association with social change as a conceptual notion

of the development of human societies.1 The mystery of the

crowd lies in the unplanned and unpredictable manner in

which its individuals interact and behave. People tend to

behave differently when they are among a group from their

typical attitude when they are in isolation. The complexity of

the crowd is inherited in its mutual interaction, as a whole

unit, with its individuals. The crowd always emerges with

different traits from those that constitute it, and continuously

feeds back to and informs the interactions of its individuals,

who in turn think and behave accordingly to reformulate the

crowd, and so on.

An initial crowd theory was proposed by Le Bon late in

the nineteenth century, referring mainly to the French rev-

olution.2 Le Bon2 described crowd movements as a

phenomenon that could lead to radical sociopolitical trans-

formations. According to the theory, group membership

delivers anonymity and hence less personal responsibility.

As people lose their conscious personality, they are easily

open to whatever suggestions the crowd produces. Ideas

and feelings could then spread rapidly in the crowd as a

contagion.3

Since Le Bon has drawn attention to the crowd’s con-

siderable impact, a number of theories and models have

been articulated to describe its dynamics. Owing to the

emergence of novel types of revolution movements, such

as Twitter revolutions, a radical change in the crowd mod-

els and methodologies has become a necessity. Owing to
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the recent and current turbulent sociopolitical global envi-

ronment, including the Iranian Green Movement and

Moldovan Protests in 2009; the Arab Spring and Winter in

Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen, Libya, and Syria since 2010; the

London riots of 2011; and unrest in the USA in 2015;

crowd movements have become inevitable research topic.

The inherent complexity of the crowd movements and

the highly unstructured interactions that are established by

the new types of media, including social media, typically

imply the impracticality of any analytical methodology for

studying the phenomenon. In this respect, researchers have

adopted computer simulations to help validate their the-

ories and understand the emergence of the crowd macro-

level behavior through the micro-level interactions of its

individuals. Quite recently, agent-based models have been

utilized as a promising modeling approach that could

enable the simulation of such highly unstructured, interac-

tive crowd movements.4

Despite the potential of computer simulation in under-

standing complex revolutionary crowd behavior, this

type of model still has serious drawbacks. An essential

critique states that the theoretical background of the

models needs to be underpinned and synchronized with

research in related social fields.5 In addition, these mod-

els are still considered artificial, compared with complex

reality. For example, computer models are sometimes

represented as a visual grid that simulates crowd move-

ments under certain conditions, focusing on the inherent

dangers associated with large public gatherings, rather

than studying their attitudes, interactions, or social beha-

vior. Furthermore, crowd models usually focus on only

two rival groups: protesters and police, ignoring the dif-

ferent types of protester or counter-revolutionary groups

that back the police and support the regime.6–8 Models

also ignore the assembly stage and the possible conta-

gion processes, which are influenced by a large set of

internal factors, including emotion and risk aversion, and

external factors, including media and acquaintances.

These problems have hindered the capabilities of these

models to explain revolutions’ conditions, formation, or

dynamics, and raised serious concerns about the validity

of any possible generalization of their results.

This study is an attempt to develop a model with a set

of internal and external factors that fit the modern crowd

description and investigate the influence of these factors

on the crowd pattern and dynamics to enable understand-

ing the conditions that lead to or prohibit the formation of

revolutionary crowds. A complete framework for the study

is developed.

First, a description of the individuals’ micro-level

actions, their unstructured methods of interaction, and the

external and internal factors that influence their behavior

is presented. Second, based on the model description, an

agent-based revolutionary crowd model is developed. This

model is a testbed that represents a logical space of a

sociopolitical system of interacting individuals. The model

enables investigation and understanding of the crowd gath-

ering and dynamics under various conditions, as well as

examination of the sensitivity of the crowd formation to

the changes in these conditions.

In this study, the model is employed to investigate

crowd behavior under a specific pattern of intensified

media. In particular, the experiments contrast the influence

of an oscillating supporting revolution media, called the

with-media (WM), which aspires to be successful in gather-

ing crowds through discontinuous waves of intensified

broadcasts, with a consistent against-media (GM) that aims

to disrupt any potential crowd by relying on uninterrupted

but moderate media intensity. Despite the unquestionable

significance of the internal factors, external factors, espe-

cially the media, have emerged as the main motives of sev-

eral crowd waves in the recent past. Contrary to what

people might believe, Arab Spring protests were not the

first to be influenced externally. Coordinated protests

against the Iraq war held simultaneously in many cities

worldwide in 2003 are an example of such crowd waves,

which are mostly motivated, and perhaps controlled, by

media and circles of acquaintances.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a sum-

mary of the related research is presented. Section 3

includes a detailed description of the revolutionary crowd

model. Section 4 introduces the experiments and presents

the results. In Section 5, the results are discussed and con-

clusions are made. Finally, Appendix 1 describes the vali-

dation process of the revolutionary crowd model.

2. Related research

Crowd research is generally twofold: developing modeling

frameworks that facilitate the simulation of crowd activi-

ties and developing conceptual models that describe crowd

behavior. A large number of modeling frameworks have

been developed for agent-based modeling in general, such

as NetLogo and Swarm, and for crowd behavior simula-

tion in particular, such as CROSS9 and PEDSIM.10 Most

of the crowd behavior frameworks have been developed to

simulate spatial movements of agents under special condi-

tions, including normal pedestrian and panic behavior.11–13

For example, CROSS presents a two-dimensional spatial

environment, in which cognitive agents are situated. The

agents behave and, in particular, move around based on

any conceptual model that describes their goals, percep-

tion, actions, and interaction with their environment. The

revolutionary crowd model, as a nonspatial crowd model,

has been developed using the NetLogo modeling environ-

ment. Despite the unquestionable significance of the

development frameworks, they are just supportive tools

that are not particularly beneficial without useful concep-

tual models.
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Crowd conceptual models, conversely, could be classi-

fied into two categories: models that describe explicit

crowd behavior, including gathering and activities, and

related models that describe interrelated aspects, such as

human physical movement and social networks. The

research of Übler and Hartmann,14 who used an agent-

based model to study the spreading of trends in an artificial

social influence network (dynamic random model and

community model) with respect to group cohesiveness and

connectors, is an example of crowd-related work. This

research focuses on the individual attitudes of the agents

toward a trend and the influence of the agents in their

social neighborhood with respect to that trend. The results

show that a trend is more likely to spread if influential per-

sons engage in joining it, and that people are likely to sub-

ordinate their personal attitudes if they recognize that the

trend is supported in their social neighborhood. These

results confirm the well-known complications of predic-

tion in social modeling, stating the difficulty of the trend

prediction and the uniqueness of the situations of the emer-

gence of trends. Similarly, Pulick et al.15 investigate the

influence of town meetings and self-selected media, as two

social reinforcers, on shaping public opinion. The simula-

tion results show that while town meetings push opinions

to converge at the center, self-selected media polarize opi-

nions. When the two reinforcers operate together, the

result converges at one of the extremes defined by the

media.

Social networks form another key subset of crowd-

related research topics. Nevertheless, the complication and

the large possible variations of these networks usually

force researchers to use simple representations of neigh-

borhoods. For example, Toivonen et al.,16 in their research

to capture the main features of real-world social networks,

decided to develop a model that was ‘‘as simple as possi-

ble, and simple enough to allow approximate analytical

derivations of the fundamental characteristics.’’ According

to Krackhardt,17 people resist change and are uncomforta-

ble with uncertainty; however, they are open to sugges-

tions from their acquaintances of interpersonal strong ties

who reduce their resistance and provide comfort to them.

Easley and Kleinberg18 argue that people care more about

aligning their behavior with their close neighbors, rather

than with the entire population. Therefore, some typical

social networks are represented with few links that most

probably represent the mutual strong bonds of significant

influences (see, for example, Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 in

Easley and Kleinberg18 and Figure 2 in Toivonen et al.16).

Such groups of influential bonds are sometimes called cli-

ques or philos. Because of this, researchers of crowd beha-

vior usually adopt simple network representations to avoid

expected complications in understanding the results or in

assuming large clusters of uninfluential connections. For

example, Pulick et al.,15 in their agent-based model about

shaping public opinion, utilized typical simple

neighborhood structures. In particular, they used the Von

Neumann neighborhood (four neighbors) and the Moore

neighborhood (eight neighbors), reporting no significant

difference between them with respect to their research

context.

Crowd behavior models are articulated as either macro-

scopic or microscopic models. While macroscopic models

focus on the crowd as a whole, for instance, a group of

pedestrians,19,20 microscopic models study the decisions,

behavior, and interactions of the individuals in a crowd.21

Crowd behavior models have also been built from dif-

ferent perspectives and using a wide diversity of

approaches. For example, Granovetter7 articulated a math-

ematical model to represent collective behavior. The

model includes a set of actors or agents with a choice of

two groups to join. The cost or benefit of joining either

group depends on the number of agents joining each of

them. The research examines different frequency distribu-

tions of thresholds and shows that even a group with simi-

lar average preferences may generate very different

results. Granovetter7 referred to such outcomes that are

not intuitively consistent with the underlying individual

preferences as ‘‘paradoxes,’’ but these are currently

termed emergences. The results confirm the difficulty of

predicting individual personalities from aggregate out-

comes or vice versa. Similarly, Kuran22 adopted a mathe-

matical approach in his work on public choice and

unanticipated political revolutions (see also Kuran23,24).

Kuran’s model identifies a society of nonactivist individu-

als in addition to two political parties that are composed of

activists who compete over social order. Each nonactivist

has a public preference and a particular weight. The indi-

viduals’ preferences are shaped based on a tradeoff

between sociological fact, i.e., gaining and losing because

of the political stands, and psychological fact, i.e., suffer-

ing from compromising on one’s integrity. The individuals

alter their political positions if the incentives that they face

are in favor of the change. The weighted average of pre-

ferences, i.e., the collective sentiment, defines the distribu-

tion of power between the two political parties and hence

the nature of the social order in the society.

Considerably inspired by Kuran’s work, Epstein has

developed his well-known agent-based model of civil vio-

lence.25 Epstein introduced two model variants. The first

model represents a central authority (cop agents) seeking

to suppress a decentralized rebellion. The regime is sup-

posed to have a specific legitimacy, while each agent has a

hardship level, risk aversion level, grievance level, and

rebelling threshold. Each agent can change its state from

active to quiescent, or vice versa, based on a simple pro-

duction rule that describes the relationship between its

grievance, net risk, and rebelling threshold. The cops can

randomly arrest active agents from their spatial neighbor-

hood and jail them for specific periods. In contrast, the

second form of the model simulates a central authority
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seeking to suppress mutual violence between two rival eth-

nic groups. This model variant assumes that agents are

active when they kill agents of the other ethnic group. The

legitimacy in that model refers to the assessment of each

group of the other group’s right to exist. As agents can be

killed, they can be replaced with clone offspring that

inherit their parents’ identities and grievances. Both model

variants are spatial so that each agent has a physical posi-

tion and vision radius. The model runs until stopped by the

user or some specific state is attained. Despite Epstein’s

admission of the extreme simplicity of his models, a num-

ber of emergent behaviors have been reported. In the first

model, for example, active agents show unexpected decep-

tive behavior in which they change their status to nonac-

tive when cops are near, and then turn back active when

cops move away. With respect to the second model, the

results show that high legitimacy of the two ethnic groups

leads to peaceful coexistence between them. However,

when the legitimacy is reduced by only 20%, local epi-

sodes of ethnic cleansing and ultimate eradication of one

group by the other are reported.

Based on Epstein’s work, a number of refined models

have been developed. For example, Goh et al.26 presented

an improved version of Epstein’s second model. Goh

et al.26 considered greed as an additional motive, evolu-

tionary learning strategies to improve the agents’ decision

making, and a more realistic game theory approach for

arresting activists. The results show that grievance is more

significant than greed with respect to civil violence. The

results also verify the typical importance of the number of

cops and the arrest period on maintaining order in the soci-

ety. Fonoberova et al.27 have improved this model by try-

ing to determine the number of cops required to keep

order. They assumed different probability arrest functions

and a larger space for agents to move. They also verified

their results against real data from the FBI. The results

show a nonlinear relationship between the number of cops

required to sustain order and the population size. In addi-

tion, they reported a significant difference in eruption pat-

terns between large and small cities. Similarly, Davies

et al.6 examined the spatial development of the disorder

against the effect of varying policing arrangements as

occurred in London riots in 2011. The model focuses on

the contagion process, the distances traveled to riot loca-

tions, and the prevention effect of policing. The model is

based on crime and geographical data provided by the UK

Metropolitan Police and the UK government. The results

highlight the importance of police numbers, reaction time,

and spatial features when planning for such events.

The revolutionary crowd model is a conceptual micro-

scopic model that is developed for the sake of understand-

ing the crowd pattern and dynamics based on the

interaction of the individuals in an artificial sociopolitical

system with a specific regime. The model is based on

Kuran’s and Epstein’s work; however, it represents a

different nonspatial perspective with an extended set of

groups, parameters, and stimuli. The following section

includes a detailed formalism of the revolutionary crowd

model. It is worth mentioning that the complexity and the

multidisciplinary nature of the phenomenon have led to a

relatively low level of abstraction of the model. However,

this level of detail has been carefully decided and systema-

tically handled in all the experiments. A fundamental evi-

dence, among others, of the model stability is the low

number of runs, seven, required for results average

convergence.

3. The revolutionary crowd model

Political and social uprisings are the typical consequence

of dictatorship, injustice, and exploitation.28 Although such

undemocratic behavior keeps the society under continuous

pressure and are considered a key factor in any equation of

crowd movements, the actual breaking point of any society

still depends on a large set of other factors. Rulers are usu-

ally keen to keep that pressure at a safety level to avoid

any devastated possible consequences; however, unrest

could still be triggered at any time, as recently happened,

for example, in Tunisia and Egypt. Contrarily, that pres-

sure could exceed the likely breaking point, but the crowd

is not ignited, as happened previously in some African and

communist countries. It is the complexity of human societ-

ies that makes prediction of people behavior unfeasible

and thus promotes the mere understanding of that behavior

as—until now—an ultimate goal.

This section presents the revolutionary crowd model

with its extended set of internal and external factors. The

model avoids a number of the concerns, presented in the

previous section, about crowd simulation. Initially, the

model is nonspatial in order to avoid restrictions imposed

on the physical environments and hence enable agents to

communicate freely and receive broadcasts from the mass

media. The model is implemented as an explanatory

framework that could, hopefully, provide more insights

into the causes, formation, and pattern of crowd move-

ments. Moreover, the revolutionary crowd model is based

on common social and psychological theories.29, 30

First, according to Khald�un,28 social change is funda-

mentally based on fanatical, moral, social, economic, polit-

ical, and historical factors. Accordingly, the revolutionary

crowd model incorporates a hardship level of the agents to

represent social, economic, and political satisfaction

toward the regime. A general satisfaction level that reflects

the overall state of contentment of the society is also

implemented to represent the relative deprivation or social

injustice experienced in the society.31 To enable represen-

tation of the fanaticism, the model assumes seven different

groups of agents, each of which reflects a specific ‘‘ideol-

ogy.’’ The agents of each specific group have some level
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of tolerance or preference to the agents in the other groups.

The less tolerance is assumed, the more fanaticism will

exist in the society. Dividing the society into groups also

enables the representation of two opposing crowds, not usu-

ally assumed in the literature: the crowd that supports the

revolution and the crowd that supports the regime. To simu-

late differences in human attitudes toward uncertainty, each

agent has a specific risk aversion level that determines the

agent’s ability to behave under risk. In addition, according

to recent research,32,33 acquaintances and the media are

identified as the most significant manipulators of the indi-

viduals’ beliefs. The revolutionary crowd model imple-

ments both of these two influencers. Even more, the model

considers two types of competing media: The with-media,

which tries to convince the agents to join the anti-regime

crowd and the against-media, which broadcasts to persuade

them of the opposite. With respect to acquaintances, the

model adopts a typical structure of four logical neighbors.

The model also considers the main assumption of conver-

gence theory that the communication process results in a

change in the beliefs, values, and behaviors of a culture.34

Therefore, the model assumes that the agents’ population

could be divided into a number of interrelated subpopula-

tions, each of which can have its own groups, structure, pre-

ferences, and parameters. (See Appendix 1, which presents

the model validation process.)

3.1. Model formalism

Let Z be a sociopolitical system of r interacting individu-

als or agents. The universe of the system is denoted by

Z = {a1, ., ar}, where ai represents the ith agent in the

system. The model assumes that an implicit passive gov-

ernment or regime element is in power and that the agents

can be in opposition to the regime (with the revolutionary

crowd), in support of the regime (against the revolutionary

crowd), or indecisive (neutral), as described next.

(Throughout the formalism, capital letters are used for

sets, vectors, and system cumulative attributes; otherwise,

small letters are used. For the sake of convenience and

generality, explicit function forms or parameter values that

have no significance in the main model conceptualization

are avoided. For model validation, distinctive research

must be conducted for estimating parameters and fitting

functions of each particular society. In artificial societies,

as in this study, parameters and functions are assumed to

represent particular scenarios for simulation and study.)

Each agent in the system has a particular level of accep-

tance of the regime. This is represented by a level of hard-

ship experienced or felt by the agent. Let hsi 2 [0, 1] be

the hardship level of agent ai, where hsi = 0 means that ai

is fully satisfied with the current regime, while hsi = 1

implies that the agent is fully unsatisfied with the regime.

To simulate human approximate reasoning, the domain

interval of the hardship is assumed to be divided into three

fuzzy regions: low, medium, and high, with any appropri-

ate membership function. (See Hájek35 for details of the

fuzzy rules.)

The hardship level of all the agents determines the gen-

eral level of satisfaction, i.e., the level of general approval

for the regime. Let SL 2 [0, 1] be the overall satisfaction

level of the agents; SL is typically the average satisfaction

of all the agents in the system: 1 2 avg(hsi) and is a col-

lective attribute of all the agents in the system, which is in

turn assumed to be perceived by all agents and influence

their behavior. Similar to agents’ hardship, the SL domain

interval is divided into three fuzzy regions: bad, moderate,

and good, with any appropriate membership function.

Each agent in the system is assumed to belong to one of

a number of alternative, mutually exclusive, groups. Each

group represents a specific ‘‘ideology.’’ Three dimensions

are assumed essential to categorize the agents in the sys-

tem: (1) belief in the revolutionary crowd (with, against,

or neutral), (2) level of activity the agent might perform

(active or inactive), and (3) level of participation in the

crowd (participate or not participate). This results in seven

groups in total: Gi, i = 1, ., 7, where z=
S7

i= 1 Gi. The

seven groups are summarized in Table 1.

The WAP, WIP, and WIN groups are referred to as the

‘‘with-groups,’’ while the GAP, GIP, and GIN groups are

called the ‘‘against-groups.’’ Some groups are not consid-

ered in the classification. For example, the two groups of

Table 1. Seven alternative groups of agents.

Group Group name With or against Active or inactive Participate or not

G1 WAP With Active Participate
G2 WIP With Inactive Participate
G3 WIN With Inactive Not participate
G4 Neutral Neither with nor against (indecisive)
G5 GIN Against Inactive Not participate
G6 GIP Against Inactive Participate
G7 GAP Against Active Participate

A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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active agents that do not participate with (WAN) or

against (GAN) the revolution are naturally excluded. An

agent with some activity, e.g., a political activist, should

certainly be assumed to be participating in the crowd.

Each agent has different preferences for the seven

groups. Let Pi = (pi1, ., pi7) be a 7-vector of preferences

of agent ai, where pij 2 [0, 1] is the agent’s preference for

group Gj. For example, Pi = (0.85, 0.7, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0.3,

0.1) implies that agent ai has the highest preference (0.85)

for group G1 (WAP), and the least preference (0.1) for

group G7 (GAP). Preferences of each agent are assumed to

be based on the group to which the agent belongs. A WAP

agent, for example, is assumed to prefer WIP and WIN

groups (and perhaps a neutral group as well) much more

than any of the against-groups. However, this is not always

true; each culture or society certainly has its own different

pattern of preferences, especially for opposing ideas.

Therefore, seven general rules are assumed to set the pre-

ferences of each agent, with some randomization to simu-

late individuals’ differences. For each agent ai, the general

form of the seven rules ("j) is as follows:

If ai 2 Gj then pik =RndDst Ljk ; Ujk

� �
8 k = 1; . . . ; 7

where RndDst refers to a specific random distribution with

predefined parameters, and Ljk and Ujk are the lower and

upper bounds, respectively, of the preference of an agent

in group j for group k.

The experienced hardship of a particular agent (hsi), its

preferences for the seven groups (Pi), and the general satis-

faction level are assumed to control its overall emotion

toward the seven groups. Let Ei = (ei1, ., ei7) be the emo-

tion vector of agent ai. The emotion vector, as a function

of satisfaction level, hsi, and Pi, is proposed, in this study,

in the form of a set of nine fuzzy rules, summarized in

Table 2.

The first rule, for example, states that if the hardship is

low, and the general satisfaction level is good, then the

agent emotion vector is the same as the preferences vector

but with the preferences for the three against-groups

(GAP, GIP, and GIN) increased with a particular random

percentage. The rule can be represented as follows:

If hsi =low AND SL=good; then

eij = pij � 1+RndDst 0; uð Þð Þ;where j= 5; 6; 7 and

eij = pij; otherwise

where RndDst refers to a specific random distribution with

predefined parameters and u is the upper bound of the

increment percentage.

The rationale of the rule is quite obvious, as the agent

has no hard feelings toward the government and the gen-

eral atmosphere in society is good, so the implication is

that will be more emotional attraction to the against-

groups. In contrast, the last rule in the table shows that if

the general satisfaction level is bad with high hardship, the

agent will be emotionally attracted to the with-groups. In

the case of medium hardship, no changes are assumed. In

the case of low hardship with a bad satisfaction level, the

agent is torn apart. While the agent’s own high satisfaction

level is not assumed to push toward the against-groups for

the general bad satisfaction level, the bad satisfaction level

is not assumed to push toward the with-groups for its low

experience of hardship. In consequence, for being self-

interested, the situation is supposed to motivate the agent

to be emotionally less attracted to the with-groups.

Similarly, the rationale of the case of high hardship with

good satisfaction level can be presented. Finally, in the

case of moderate satisfaction level, the agent, being self-

interested, is motivated by its hardship level and is

assumed to be attracted toward the less radical GIN or

WIN groups.

Each agent has a particular level of intolerance to risk

that is affected by its own risk aversion, the general risk

likelihood of each group, and the majority crowd. First, let

kai 2 [0, 1] be the personal risk aversion of agent ai, where

kai = 0 means that ai is highly bold, while kai = 1 means

that ai is most cautious. The risk aversion domain interval

is divided into three fuzzy regions: low, medium, and high,

with any appropriate membership function.

Second, let L = (l1,.,l7) be a 7-vector of the general

risk likelihood assumed in the society on joining the seven

groups. Typically, lj 2 [0, 1], where lj = 0 means that there

is no risk likelihood in joining Gj, while lj = 1 implies a

certain risk likelihood in joining the group.

Table 2. Rules for setting the emotion vector of each agent.

Satisfaction level Agent’s hardship

Good Moderate Bad

Low " pGAP, pGIP, pGIN " pGIN # pWAP, pWIP, pWIN

Medium No change No change No change
High # pGAP, pGIP, pGIN " pWIN " pWAP, pWIP, pWIN

A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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Third, as people feel safer in larger groups, the majority

crowd (MC) is considered. The majority is determined by

the number of the agents in the three with- or against-

groups, as follows:

If number of agents in WAP, WIP, and WIN groups . 50%

of population

Then MC is with

Else if number of agents in GAP, GIP and GIN groups .

50% of population

Then MC is against

Else there is no MC

Based on the agent’s risk aversion (kai), general risk likeli-

hood (L), and majority crowd, the risk intolerance of agent

ai of joining the seven groups is determined. Let Ki = (ki1,

., ki7) be the vector of risk intolerance. The vector is calcu-

lated based on a set of fuzzy rules, summarized in Table 3.

The first rule (A), for example, shows that if the agent

is in one of the with-groups, its risk aversion is low, and

the majority is the with-crowd, then the agent risk intoler-

ance vector is the same as the risk likelihood vector but

with the risk of the with-groups (WAP, WIP, and WIN)

decreased by a specific percentage. Assuming that the

upper limit of the percentage is u, the rule can be written

as follows:

If ai 2 with-groups AND kai =low AND MI

=with� crowd; then

ki = lj � 1�RndDst 0; uð Þð Þ; where i= 1; 2; 3 and

ki = lj; otherwise

The rationale of the rule is obvious, as the agent is bold

and belongs to one of the majority groups (with-group),

the typical implication is that the agent feels that there is a

lower risk likelihood in joining any of the with-groups. In

contrast, if the agent is cautious (Rule I), in addition to

feeling safer in the with-groups, the agent also feels there

is much more risk in joining the against-groups. If the

agent is cautious and not in one of the majority groups

(Rule J), its risk intolerance to its similar groups is

typically assumed to be higher. In contrast, if the agent is

bold (Rule B), the neutral group seems safer for it. In the

case of medium risk aversion (Rule E), the agent feels

lower risk in the neutral group in addition to its similar

group. In Rule F, the neutral and lower radical group

(WIN) seems less risky. The other half of the table can be

similarly described.

Both the agent’s emotion and risk intolerance to the

seven groups shape its internal factors that stimulate its

behavior. Let Ci = (ci1, ., ci7) be the internal factors vec-

tor of agent ai, where cij 2 [0, 1] represents the general

internal feeling of agent i toward group j. For each group

j, cij = 0 means that ai has no positive feeling whatsoever

toward the group, while cij = 1 means that ai is mostly

attracted to it. Intuitively, the internal stimulus of each

agent is positively influenced by its emotion toward each

particular group, while negatively affected by its risk intol-

erance toward this group. The vector is calculated as fol-

lows, where l1 and e1 are weighting factors:

cij =
l1eij � e1kij

0

if l1eij 5 e1kij

otherwise

�

In addition to the internal factors, the model considers two

main external factors that influence the agents’ behavior:

acquaintances and media. Each agent ai has a set of

acquaintance agents (AQi) that have some influence over

its decision. This set represents a logical neighborhood of

the agent. That is, the acquaintances are not necessarily

adjacent to the agent; they could be anywhere in the sys-

tem logical space with some particular relationship with

the agent. Each agent has a predefined number of acquain-

tances d, each of which has a different influence on it. Let

Vi = (vi1, ., vid) be a d-vector representing the influence

strength of the acquaintances on agent ai, where vij 2 [0,

1]. Typically, the more acquaintances that belong to a par-

ticular group and the higher their influence strength, the

more the attraction of the agent for this group is assumed.

Let Qi = (qi1, ., qi7) be a 7-vector of the attraction of

the acquaintances of agent ai toward the seven groups,

where qij 2 [0, 1]. For each group j:

Table 3. Rules for setting the risk intolerance vector of agents.

Risk aversion Majority crowd

With Against

Agent group

With Against With Against

Low (bold) #lWAP, lWIP, lWIN #lNeu #lNeu #lGAP, lGIP, lGIN
Medium #lWAP, lWIP, lWIN , lNeu #lWIN , lNeu #lGIN , lNeu #lGAP, lGIP, lGIN , lNeu

High (cautious) I. #lWAP, lWIP, lWIN , "lGAP, lGIP, lGIN "lGAP, lGIP, lGIN "lWAP, lWIP, lWIN L. #lGAP, lGIP, lGIN , "lWAP, lWIP, lWIN

A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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qij =

P
8ak2AQi&ak2Gj

vikPd
k = 1 vik

For example, for a particular agent ai, suppose that d = 4

and the influence strength vector is Vi = (0.8, 0.65, 0.4,

0.2). The attraction of all the acquaintances of ai toward

G1, for example, assuming that only the first and third

acquaintances belong to G1, is calculated as follows:

qi1 = ð0:8+ 0:4Þ=ð0:8+ 0:65+ 0:4+ 0:2Þ= 0:585

Regarding the second external factor, media, the model

assumes two competitive media: supporting revolution

media and regime-supporting media. Let MIw and MIg be

the intensities of the supporting media (with) and opposing

media (against), respectively. Media intensity can reflect

the frequency, spread, or effectiveness of the media. The

intensity of both media MI 2 [0, 1], where MI = 0 means

no intensity of the media, while MI = 1 means full media

intensity, with MIw+MIg = 1, at the beginning of the

simulation.

While the intensity of each form of media is assumed

constant for all the agents, the media influence strength on

each particular agent is different. Let swi and sgi 2 [0, 1]

be the influence strength of supporting and opposing media

on agent ai, respectively, where swi+ sgi4 1. The values

of swi and sgi are assumed to be functions of the general

satisfaction level and the group of the agent. For example,

if the general satisfaction level is bad and the agent is in

any with-group, the agent’s acceptance of the with-media

is naturally assumed to be greater than its acceptance of

the against-media. Accordingly, the influence strengths of

both forms of media could be assumed, for example, swi 2
[0.4, 0.7] while sgi 2 [0, 0.3]. In contrast, if the satisfaction

level is good, but the agent is in any with-group, the agent

is assumed to accept both media equally, as the regime is

generally accepted while the agent prefers the with-groups;

that is, swi, sgi could be in the range [0.2, 0.5].

Both the media intensity and influence strength deter-

mine the attraction of an agent toward the different groups.

Let Mi = (mi1, ., mi7) be a 7-vector of the media influ-

ence on agent ai toward the seven groups, where mij 2 [0,

1]. For each with-group (or against-group) j, the media

influence is the multiplication of the with-media intensity

MIw (or against-media intensity MIg) by a randomly gener-

ated influence strength swi (or sgi). Attraction toward the

neutral group (mi4) is based on the difference between the

two media intensities. If the difference is large enough to

consider that one form of media dominates the other, the

attraction to the neutral group is supposed to be limited. In

contrast, when there is no dominant form of media that

convinces the audience more than other forms, attraction

to the neutral group is assumed larger.

Both acquaintance attraction and media influence shape

the external factors that direct the agent’s behavior toward

the seven groups. Let Hi = (hi1, .., hi7) be the external

factors vector of agent ai for each group, which is calcu-

lated as follows, where l2 and e2 are weighting factors:

hij = l2qij + e2mij

For each group, hij 2 [0, 1] represents the general external

stimuli of agent i toward group j, where hij = 0 means that

ai has no external positive stimuli toward group j whatso-

ever, while hij = 1 means that ai is mostly attracted to the

group.

The agent’s final decision regarding the ideology and

which group to join is based on its internal factors and

external stimuli. The utility vector of the agent toward the

seven groups, Ui = (ui1, .., ui7), is calculated as follows,

where b 2 [0, 1] is the elasticity coefficient of the factors:

uij = c
1�b
ij * h

b
ij

Where the weighting coefficients of the internal and exter-

nal factors are: l1+ e1+ l2+ e2 = 1.

Each agent chooses the group with the maximum utility

to join. After each agent has decided its new group,

another iteration of interaction and decision making com-

mences. Figure 1 summarizes the model.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, the revolutionary crowd model is imple-

mented to investigate the potentiality of intensifying the

with-media over a period on crowd formation, dynamics,

and pattern. The experiments examine the assumption that

an oscillating with-media strategy could lead to revolution-

ary crowd behavior by gathering momentum and acquiring

agents during periods of intensified broadcast while main-

taining what is acquired through acquaintances and conta-

gion during periods of no broadcast. Specifically, the

experiments examine a strategy in which the intensity of

the with-media strategy is duplicated over a number of

consecutive cycles and then stopped for an equivalent

number of cycles, in contrast with a uniform consistent

intensity of the against-media over the whole simulation

period.

For convenience, media intensity, which reflects the

overall power of the media, is represented in terms of the

budget dedicated to the media. Therefore, the experiments

can be seen as an investigation of the influence of different

budget management strategies over the crowd. Three stra-

tegies, or experiments, are examined.

The first experiment, E1, assumes an oscillation of

period 2 that includes one cycle of double media intensity

and one cycle of no media intensity. Considering a 100-

step simulation, this case can be represented as (((1 step,

double intensity), (1 step, zero intensity)), repeat 50 times)

or in short (((1, 2), (1, 0)), 50). The second experiment,
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E2, assumes an oscillation of period 10, that is, five cycles

of double intensity followed by five cycles of no intensity.

This is represented as (((5, 2), (5, 0)), 10). The last experi-

ment, E3, assumes an oscillation of period 50 that includes

25 cycles of double intensity and 25 cycles of no intensity,

represented as (((25, 2), (25, 0)), 2). While the first case,

E1, represents the shortest media oscillations, the last case,

E3, represents the longest possible oscillation to contrast

against.

All experiments are run under an assumption of equal

budgets; that is, the total sum of the budget, and hence the

total intensity, of WM and GM over the simulation periods

are assumed equivalent. Experiments are repeated under

three different satisfaction levels: good, moderate, and

bad. Each experiment is run seven times and the average

result is reported. Each run goes for 100 cycles or itera-

tions and starts with a population of 2000 agents. Of the

whole population, 50% of the agents are assumed neutral;

10% are in each of WIN, WIP, GIN, and GIP groups; and

5% are in each of WAP and GAP groups. (Recall that W/

G stands for with/against; I/A for inactive/active; and P/N

for participate/not participate, respectively.) Each agent

has four randomly assigned acquaintances.

All of these predefined conditions are systematically

examined or rationally decided. A set of preliminary

investigations has shown that 2000 agents with seven runs

for each experiment is sufficient for achieving stability in

the average results. The time granularity of the model is

supposed to be measured in a few days, and thus 100 itera-

tions, which almost count up to a year, are sufficient for

studying possible crowd formation and dynamics. The

equal division of the entire population over neutral (50%)

and with- and against-supporters (50%) is estimated based

on reported election participation out of the voting-age

population in different countries. (In the USA, 57.47% and

54.62% participated in the 2008 and 2012 presidential

elections, respectively, while in Egypt, 49.69% and

47.14% participated in the 2012 and 2014 presidential

elections, respectively.) The number of acquaintances is

based on previous studies.32, 36 (See Appendix 1 for a dis-

cussion of the validation of the revolutionary crowd model

and the data used.)

Owing to the decomposition of the population into

seven groups, little attention is paid to intuitively clear

outcomes to preserve space for insights into noteworthy

behavior of the model. Results are mainly represented with

respect to key dimensions, including the group dynamics,

the emerging majority (i.e., acquired 50% supporters or

more), and the period for which the majority lasts. Owing

to the inevitable obscure overlaps of typical line graphs in

illustrating the dynamics of the seven groups, stacked area

charts are adopted instead for their convenience, especially

since the groups are exclusive and always sum to the same

total number of agents.

Figure 1. Revolutionary crowd model structure (some details are omitted for clarity).
SL: satisfaction level.
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4.1. Shortest oscillation of media intensity

Regarding Experiment E1, according to Figures 2 to 4,

which show the dynamics of the seven groups at the good,

moderate, and bad satisfaction levels, respectively, the

with-media short-oscillation strategy unexpectedly fails in

achieving what is intended. A general decreasing trend in

the number of the agents in the with-groups is shown. At

the good satisfaction level, all the with-groups almost dis-

appear by the end of the simulation. At the moderate

Figure 2. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((1 step, double intensity), (1 step, zero intensity), 50 times) and
good satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.

Figure 3. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((1 step, double intensity), (1 step, zero intensity), 50 times) and
moderate satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.

Figure 4. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((1 step, double intensity), (1 step, zero intensity), 50 times) and
bad satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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satisfaction level, the three with-groups suffer a massive

72% decline in numbers and end up with only 7% of the

population. At the bad satisfaction level, despite the gen-

eral unfavorable feel toward the regime, the number of

with-agents could hardly be maintained around the same

level at which they started, i.e., 25%. The with-groups

could not achieve any period of majority under any satis-

faction level.

By contrast, the consistent spending of the against-

media unexpectedly results in a much better performance

in acquiring supporters for the against-groups and in main-

taining them throughout the whole simulation. At good

and moderate satisfaction levels, the number of against-

groups surprisingly increases by 200% and 180%, respec-

tively. Even under a bad satisfaction level, the same public

attitude in joining against-groups is shown. Specifically,

the against-groups end up with almost 50% of the popula-

tion; that is a 100% increase, most of them in this case are

attracted from the neutral group.

Absolutely the opposite of what is intended, the against-

groups have satisfied the majority under the three satisfac-

tion levels. Under a good satisfaction level, a majority is

attained, starting from step 6 and continuing to the end of

the simulation. Under moderate and bad satisfaction levels,

a majority is achieved, starting from steps 13 and 18,

respectively, except for some short periods during the

simulation.

These results reveal a counterintuitive, emergent beha-

vior of the model. The short oscillating intensified media

examined not only proves its ultimate failure in attracting

supports, even under a bad satisfaction level, but also fails

for good and moderate satisfaction levels in maintaining

the native with-agents with which the with-groups begin.

This result means that the number of agents acquired dur-

ing the double-intensity broadcast should generally be less

than the number lost during no-broadcast periods, which

implies that the influence of no-media periods outweighs

the influence of the short discontinuous pulses of double

media intensity. In other words, it could be concluded that

an oscillation of period two seems incapable of attaining

the necessary influence and momentum required to attract

people to the with-groups or maintaining that attraction

through the contagion afterwards. This result intuitively

leads to the second experimental case, E2, in which the

oscillation period is enlarged to 10 cycles i to investigate

whether a longer period of intensified media would pro-

duce better results for the revolutionary crowd.

4.2. Intermediate oscillation of media intensity

For E2, the with-media is repeatedly intensified, in partic-

ular, duplicated, for five consecutive cycles and paused for

another five cycles: (((5, 2), (5, 0)), 10). The results show

a little better performance for the with-media and the

with-groups; however, the improvement is still not as

hoped. Figures 5 to 7 show the dynamics of the seven

groups at the good, moderate, and bad satisfaction levels,

respectively.

Although the general decreasing trend in the number of

the agents of the with-groups continues to appear at good

and moderate satisfaction levels, the reduction rate is a lit-

tle smaller than for E1. The with-groups even show some

periods of growth in numbers under a good satisfaction

level. However, the final results are quite similar to those

of E1. Specifically, the with-groups end up with 4% and

12% of the population in contrast with 3% and 7% for E1

at good and moderate satisfaction levels, respectively.

Consequently, the against-group’s upraising trend is

slightly affected under the two satisfaction levels.

Generally, the against-group’s final numbers are less than

in the case E1; that is, the against-groups end up with 73%

and 62% of the population under good and moderate satis-

faction levels, respectively, in contrast with 76% and 70%

in the case of E1. Satisfying the against-majority is also

delayed to steps 19 and 51, instead of steps 6 and 13 in

E1, for good and moderate satisfaction levels, respec-

tively. The with-majority could still not be attained at any

period during the simulation.

Figure 5. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((5 step, double intensity), (5 step, zero intensity), 10 times) and
good satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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Under bad satisfaction levels, the with-groups show a

significant increase in numbers, reaching close to 50%

of the population at step 72. This near majority lasts for

only five steps. In contrast with 26% in the case of E1,

the with-groups end up with 33% of the population at

the end of the simulation, approximately a 30% increase

in their initial number. In contrast, the against-groups

final numbers are less than for E1; that is, the against-

groups end up with 37% of the population, in contrast

with 50% in E1. The with-media strategy, though, pre-

vents the majority for the against-groups all the time

during the simulation; this is still a failure from the per-

spective of the with-groups.

The improvement that occurs as the oscillation period

increases is thus investigated further in the last experiment,

E3, with the longest possible oscillation.

4.3. Longest oscillation of media intensity

In this experiment, the with-media is intensified for 25 con-

secutive cycles and paused for another 25 cycles: (((25, 2),

(25, 0)), 2). The results, depicted in Figures 8 to 10, are

generally better than for E2; however, they are still unex-

pectedly in favor of consistent spending of the against-

media, as described next.

With respect to the distribution of agents between the

with- and against-groups at the end of the simulation

(summarized in Table 4), the with-groups end up with 6%,

9%, and 38% of the population at good, moderate, and

bad satisfaction levels, respectively, in contrast with 4%,

12%, and 33% for E2 under the three satisfaction levels,

respectively. The against-groups end up with 88%, 83%,

and 42% of the population at the three satisfaction levels,

respectively, in contrast with 73%, 62%, and 37% for E2.

From the viewpoint of the with-revolution supporters, the

final results for E3 are unexpectedly worse than those for

E2. This is obviously because of the long period at the end

of the simulation in E3, 25 steps, without any with-media

broadcast, which enables the consistent media intensity of

the against-groups to acquire agents and prevents the revo-

lution contagion from having its hoped-for influence

among the population.

Figure 7. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((5 steps, double intensity), (5 steps, zero intensity), 10 times) and
bad satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.

Figure 6. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((5 step, double intensity), (5 step, zero intensity), 10 times) and
moderate satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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With respect to the majority, Table 5 summarizes the

duration of majority, if any, and the highest percentage of

supporters attained during the simulation for the with-

groups and the against-groups for the three experiments

under the three satisfaction levels. For example, at E1 and

under the good satisfaction level, the first cell of the table

(0, 25) indicates zero steps of majority for the with-groups,

i.e., no majority is attained, while the highest percentage

of the with-group supporters attained throughout the whole

population is 25%.

Figure 9. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((25 step, double intensity), (25 step, zero intensity), 2 times) and
moderate satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.

Figure 10. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((25 step, double intensity), (25 step, zero intensity), 2 times)
and bad satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.

Figure 8. Group dynamics under oscillating with-media intensity ((25 step, double intensity), (25 step, zero intensity), 2 times) and
good satisfaction level.
A: active; G: against; I: inactive; N: no participation; P: participation; W: with.
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At the good satisfaction level, the against-groups

achieve a majority at step 33 in E3, in contrast with step

19 in E2, and in both cases the majority lasts until the end

of the simulation; that is, it lasts for 67 steps and 81 steps,

respectively, as shown in Table 5. The highest numbers of

supporters for the against-groups are 87% and 80% of the

population in E3 and E2, respectively. With respect to the

with-groups, the best result in E3 is 45% of the population,

in contrast with 33% in E2, without attaining a majority at

any time during the simulation. From the perspective of

the with-groups, each of the two media strategies applied

in E2 and E3 has its own drawback. Although the majority

of the against-groups starts earlier in E2, owing to the inef-

fective relatively short pulses of the intensified with-

media, the against-groups finish with more supporters in

E3, owing to the longer period of no with-media intensity

at the end of the simulation.

At the moderate satisfaction level, the with-groups

attain a majority for the first time throughout the whole

experiments at step 18. Recall that a majority is never

attained for the with-groups in E1 or E2 under any satis-

faction level. The with-majority lasts until step 29, with a

maximum hit of 57% of the population. At step 41, in con-

trast with step 51 in E2, the majority is gained by the

against-groups and lasts until the end of the simulation,

with a highest hit of 84% supporters, in contrast with 65%

in E2, of the population. Like the good satisfaction level

case, the situation is again unexpectedly bizarre for the

with-supporters. Although at the moderate satisfaction

level, the with-groups could attain a majority for their first

time in E3, the against-groups attain a longer majority with

more supporters in E3 than in E2, for which no majority is

attained for the with-groups.

Under a bad satisfaction level, the with-groups could

attain a majority between steps 20 and 36 and regain it

between steps 65 and 82; that is, the majority is held for

33 steps during the simulation. The highest percentage of

the with-supporters is 59%, reached at step 26. Like E2,

the against-groups could not attain a majority at any time

during the simulation under the bad satisfaction level. The

highest percentage of supporters of the against-groups

attained in E3 is even less (42%) than in E2 (49%). In con-

trast with the good and moderate satisfaction levels, under

the bad satisfaction level, a decision for the with-

supporters is clear-cut; that the longest oscillation of inten-

sified media is better than the intermediate or the shortest

oscillation media strategy. All these results are discussed

and concluded on in detail in the following section.

5 Discussion and conclusion

This research introduced a new revolutionary crowd model

that avoids a number of concerns about previous crowd

simulations. The model is based on common social the-

ories and concepts and incorporates a detailed set of con-

temporary factors, including two opposing mass media

influences, the influence of acquaintances, three different

satisfaction levels, and seven types of public group, to

enable descriptions of modern uprisings. The model is

implemented as an agent-based simulation and applied to

understand the effectiveness of an intensified media strat-

egy, as one of the most effective public manipulators, on

crowd patterns and dynamics.

In addition to the intuitive results, several emergent

behaviors have been observed. First, the experiments

proved the incapability of an intensified oscillating

revolution-supporting media, called the with-media, to

gather momentum, acquire agents, or trigger revolution

behavior, as hoped. In other words, a low uninterrupted

consistent spending has been shown to be more effective

in gathering and maintaining a crowd than oscillating

intensified media under all satisfaction levels. Even for the

best oscillating media strategy, i.e., the longest oscillation

(E3) under a bad satisfaction level, the results for the with-

media have been much inferior to corresponding results

for the consistent spending of the against-media under a

good satisfaction level. Specifically, in E3, under the bad

satisfaction level, the with-majority lasts for 33 steps with

the highest hit of 59% of the population, while, under a

good satisfaction level, the against-majority lasts for 67

Table 5. Majority attained under the three satisfaction levels
for the three experiments (majority duration, highest percentage
of supporters attained during the whole simulation).

Satisfaction level

Group Experiment Good Moderate Bad

With E1 (0, 25) (0, 25) (0, 31)
E2 (0, 33) (0, 39) (0, 47)
E3 (0, 45) (11, 57) (33, 59)

Against E1 (94, 77) (80, 74) (65, 63)
E2 (81, 80) (49, 65) (0, 49)
E3 (67, 87) (59, 84) (0, 42)

Table 4. Distribution of final agents between with- and
against-groups under the three satisfaction levels for the three
experiments.

Group Experiment Satisfaction level

Good Moderate Bad

With E1 3 7 26
E2 4 12 33
E3 6 9 38

Against E1 76 70 50
E2 73 62 37
E3 88 83 42
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steps with 87% supporters of the population. This result is

supported by the relatively low-intensity but consistent use

of social media that triggered protests in different places

around the globe, in what are called Twitter revolutions.

The results equally proved that the negative effect of

the no-broadcast intensity on the public outweighs the pos-

itive influence of the double media intensity. This result

can be shown by comparing the consistent spending of the

against-media with the best oscillating strategy of the

with-media, i.e., the longest oscillation in experiment E3,

under an impartial (i.e., moderate) satisfaction level.

During the first 50 steps of the E3 under the moderate

satisfaction level, the intensified with-media has enabled

the attainment of a 57% with-majority, which lasted for 11

steps. Once the with-media broadcast stopped, the with-

groups lost their numbers quickly, attaining only about

15% of the population at step 50; that is, a 40% reduction

in their initial numbers. In contrast, the consistent spend-

ing of the against-media has enabled the against-groups to

maintain their numbers well during the time of the double

with-media intensity in the first 25 steps. Later, at step 28

the against-groups started to attract new agents, attaining

about 70% of the population at step 50; that is, a 180%

increase in their initial numbers. During the second half of

the simulation, the double with-media intensity seemed

incapable of restoring the situation after the long period of

absence. Although at the beginning of the simulation, the

intensified media could have achieved up to a 128%

increase in the with-group numbers, in the second half, it

only enabled an 80% increase; that is, an increase from

15% to 27% of the population. Regarding the against-

groups, they lost 20% of their acquired agents during the

double-intensity time of the with-media; however, they

still had the majority, with at least 56% of the population.

During the last quarter of the simulation, the against-

groups acquired even more agents; up to 84% of the popu-

lation just before the end. It has to be stated that the model

includes no rule whatsoever that guides or controls that

behavior. This result is globally supported by the wide-

spread business belief in ‘‘repetitive advertising’’ as the

most effective attraction technique (see, for example,

Ehrenberg37).

The results of the experiments also implied the inability

of the acquaintances to trigger the epidemic and maintain

the contagion, as described by Le Bon.2 In particular, the

oscillating with-media strategy gambled that the contagion

of revolution ideas would be sustained throughout the pop-

ulation by acquaintances believing in the revolution during

the period of total absence of media. Nevertheless, this

never happened during any of the experiments. For exam-

ple, the 59% of the with-supportive acquaintances in E3

under the bad satisfaction level could not maintain the

spread of their revolutionary ideas or even sustain their

numbers after their corresponding with-media was

stopped. It seems that the epidemic still needs a constant

stimulation that affirms and repeats signals in order to

keep the momentum. This arguably refutes current claims

of the insignificant role of leaders in igniting and main-

taining modern crowds. Perhaps leaders are currently not

as they used to be, i.e., unique, charismatic, and identifi-

able to everybody, but they are unquestionably there in a

different contemporary shape. The cut-off of all communi-

cation networks, including mobile phones and the Internet,

during the 2011 Egyptian protests was perhaps a sponta-

neous but cunning government reaction that aimed to

‘‘assassinate’’ the invisible leader, resting assured that the

revolutionary epidemic would then noninterventionally

fade away. Similar results have been reported by Übler

and Hartmann14 regarding social trends that are more

likely to spread if influential persons engage in joining

them.

Contrary to expectations about numbers of neutral

agents, that they would quickly decrease under the inten-

sive conditions of the experiments in favor of the with- or

against-groups, they were sustained in all the experiments

except E3 under a good satisfaction level, in which they

suffered a radical decline in numbers, starting from step

54. In E1 and E2, the shortest and intermediate oscillation

of the with-media balanced the against-media throughout

the whole simulation, which kept a considerable percent-

age of the neutral agents unconvinced about joining the

with- or against-groups. In E3, the bad satisfaction level

balances the failure of the with-media strategy against the

effective consistent against-media. Under moderate satis-

faction level, the situation begins in opposition to the neu-

tral agents and their numbers start to decrease. However,

under good satisfaction level with a total absence of the

with-media twice for a long period, the neutral agents

experienced significant pressure from both the bad satis-

faction level and the consistent against-media. It could be

concluded that attracting neutral agents, i.e., the ‘‘silent

majority,’’ requires more effort than currently thought.

This result is supported by the usual quite low number of

participants, as a percentage of the total population, in

most types of protest witnessed throughout human history.

The results also asserted the significance of the general

satisfaction level on the crowd pattern. There have always

been differences between the results of cases that are run

under exactly similar conditions but at different satisfac-

tion levels. For example, despite the general similarity of

the total number of agents in each group in E3 under good

and moderate satisfaction levels, the results have shown

that under the moderate satisfaction level the against-

groups were mostly composed of nonparticipant agents,

i.e., most of the agents are in the GIN group, while under

the good satisfaction level, the against-groups almost had

equal percentages of nonparticipant agents (i.e., in the GIN

group) and participant agents (i.e., in the GIP group). This

result is supported by the large number of Egyptian pro-

tests that were ignited before the massive 2011 revolution,
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such as the major textile workers’ strike in 2008; neverthe-

less, none of these protests turned into a revolution or even

extended beyond their local areas. This is perhaps due to a

moderate satisfaction level of the Egyptians until 2010 that

could be claimed as a turning point in the Egyptians’ mood

to bad that set up the optimal conditions for the 2011 revo-

lution. This result highlights the importance of accurate

measurement and serious consideration of the satisfaction

level, to enable prediction of the pattern and dynamics of

any potential crowd and hence assess its potentiality in ful-

filling its objectives.

Finally, the results show that each media strategy could

have its own pros and cons, and the application of a spe-

cific strategy depends on what is aspired. For example, at

the good satisfaction level, although under the intermediate

oscillation of the with-media, the majority of the against-

groups started earlier, owing to the ineffective relatively

short pulses of the with-media; under the longest oscilla-

tion of the with-media, the against-groups finish with more

supporters, owing to the longer period of no with-media

intensity at the end of the simulation. Similarly, at moder-

ate satisfaction levels, although the with-groups could

attain the majority for their first time under the longest

oscillation media strategy, the against-groups attain a lon-

ger majority with more supporters than in the case of inter-

mediate oscillation, in which no majority is attained for the

with-groups.

Plans for future research include a set of investigations

of the impact of other different media strategies and

acquaintance’s structures. These include a smart adaptive

media spending that is based on the crowd’s reaction and

the influence of different network structures over the

crowd.
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Appendix 1
Data and model validation
Complications of the validation process. Although data and

model validation are critical for any simulation model,

there is still no set of specific tests that could easily be

applied to determine the model and data correctness, nor

is there an algorithm to determine which techniques to use

in each specific case.38 The complication of the validation

step become even worse as the simulation models become

more complicated, as in the case of agent-based models.39

With respect to the data validation, an agent-based

model often involves a large set of parameters; this implies

a massive parameter space. In the case of social simulation,

in particular, considerable stochastic elements are utilized

to represent human behavior, leading to even more

complications in determining a set of parameter values cor-

responding to reality. Generally, collecting or estimating

appropriate, accurate, and sufficient data is usually diffi-

cult, costly, and time consuming.38 According to Axtell,40

the data validation problem is perhaps the only significant

disadvantage of agent-based models in contrast with other

types of model. According to Sargent,38 data problems are

often the reason that model validations fail; even if beha-

vioral data about the system could be collected, one cannot

be sure that the data are correct.

Regarding the model, verification and validation are

concerned with examining its correctness, i.e., its resem-

blance to reality. On the one hand, verification is responsi-

ble for checking the internal consistency of a model. For

example, it is the process of checking whether the code of

a computer model is a correct implementation of the con-

ceptual description of the target.

On the other hand, validation is concerned with check-

ing the degree of consistency between the behavior of a

model and the behavior of the corresponding target. In this

respect, validating agent-based social simulation models

could be a daunting task. Tuning a model to simulate a his-

torical social phenomenon that is not currently accessible

is as difficult as tuning it to predict future human behavior.

Social models usually embody nontrivial aspects of cogni-

tion, interactions, and nondeterministic behavior, which

can only be evaluated on average based on a large number

of simulation runs. In addition, the common difficulty of

data validation and parameter estimation discussed here

could make it hard to judge whether wrong outputs are due

to a faulty model or to a wrong set of parameters. Another

serious problem that has no practical solution is the likely

production of artifacts that might unexpectedly happen,

owing, for instance, to numerical instabilities that are mag-

nified over typical long runs of simulation model.40

As a result, it is usually difficult to determine how valid

a social model is. In that respect, Gilbert and Doran41 con-

sider a model valid if it rarely generates spurious beha-

viors; that is, it rarely produces false behaviors, fails in

producing correct behaviors, or produces correct behaviors

that are insufficiently discriminated to be useful. Zeigler42

argues that the validity of a model should only be relative

to the prospect of the target it represents and the criterion

of the modeler’s satisfaction. Such complications of the

validation problem have played a role in the emergence of

artificial societies and associated methodologies. In that

respect, Gilbert and Troitzsch43 argue that social simula-

tion should be built in an attempt to understand human

behavior rather than to predict it. (See Gilbert and Conte44

for more detail about artificial societies, Doran45 for ques-

tions on its methodology, and Ibrahim39 for a discussion

of the problems of agent-based social simulation models.)

Despite these well-known complications of the valida-

tion process, researchers have to do their best to make sure

that their models are as valid as their research contexts
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require. The following sections include the process applied

to validate the revolutionary crowd model and the data

used for the experimentation.

Revolutionary crowd model validation process. The revolu-

tionary crowd model has undergone a number of validation

stages, using a number of validation techniques. Validation

was applied to the conceptual model, the model behavior

and results, and the data used for the experimentation. It is

worth mentioning that the purpose of the model, as pre-

sented here, is to understand crowd gathering, pattern, and

dynamics. This is the context that the model is validated

for, as Zeigler42 and Gilbert and Doran41 emphasized.

The first stage of the validation process included a con-

siderable set of preliminary experiments that were con-

ducted to apply a number of validation techniques. First, a

sensitivity analysis is applied to assess the impact of the

changes in the main assumptions, variables, and para-

meters on the model behavior and results. A paired t test

at the 95% confidence level is implemented to check the

significance of differences due to the changes implemen-

ted. For example, Table 6 includes the statistical signifi-

cance test of the implication of the changes in the number

of agents (r) on the results. According to the analysis,

2000 agents are used in all the experiments presented in

this research.

As the model includes stochastic elements, the internal

validity with respect to the number of runs required to

maintain stability in the average results is also examined.

It is known that the more runs required for results stability,

the lower the consistency of the model and, hence, the

lower the confidence in the results. Table 7 includes t test

results that show a considerable stability in the model

behavior after five runs; hence, seven runs are used in all

the experiments presented.

Preliminary investigations are also applied to a number

of other variables, including the number of iterations. The

time granularity of the model is assumed to be measured

in few days. The experiments have shown that 100 itera-

tions, which almost equal a year, is sufficient for studying

the possible formation of crowd and its dynamics.

The influence of the number and structure of the

acquaintances, as well as the influence on the structure of

the whole population of the agents, has been deeply inves-

tigated. As expected, the results have shown that some

transformations in the acquaintances or population struc-

ture might lead to variations in the crowd pattern and beha-

vior. A main counterintuitive result asserted that a few

acquaintances could be adequate to interconnect isolated

subpopulations and manipulate their structure. Therefore,

the number of acquaintances and the structure of acquain-

tance interactions, as well as the other model variables,

including the risk intolerance, have been logically decided

based on previous studies.32, 36 Generally, each agent has

been set with a moderate risk intolerance and four acquain-

tances with different random influences. The neighborhood

is based on similar research.15 These variables and struc-

tures were kept relatively simple and fixed during the

simulation runs to enable the isolation of the influence of

the media, as the main concern of this research, on the

crowd pattern and dynamics. This approach of handling

variables is generally accepted in relatively large models.

According to Doran,46 modelers usually avoid the compli-

cation of validation problems by choosing only a small set

of the most crucial variables to consider. In our further

research, experiments about the acquaintances, population

structure, and risk intolerance will be presented.

Other logically decided parameters and assumptions

included the equality of the budgets of the with- and the

against-media to produce a fair estimate of the implica-

tions of the different media strategies. In addition, of the

whole population, 50% of the agents are assumed neutral;

10% are in each of the inactive groups (WIN, WIP, GIN,

and GIP); and 5% are in each of the active groups (WAP

and GAP). This equal division of the entire population

between neutral (50%) and with- and against-supporters

(50%) is estimated based on the reported election partici-

pation of the voting-age population in different countries.

For example, in the USA, 57.47% and 54.62% of the elec-

torate participated in the 2008 and 2012 presidential elec-

tion, respectively, while in Egypt, 49.69% and 47.14% of

the electorate participated in the 2012 and 2014 presiden-

tial election, respectively. Owing to their considerable

Table 6. Paired t test of the significance of the differences due
to changes in the number of agents r.

Number of
agents (r)

Means equality
t test P(T≤ t)

Decision

100 vs. 50,000 0.03006 Rejection of equality
500 vs. 50,000 0.04434 Rejection of equality
1000 vs. 50,000 0.13372 Acceptance of equality
5000 vs. 50,000 0.29312 Acceptance of equality
10,000 vs. 50,000 0.65411 Acceptance of equality

Table 7. Paired t test of the significance of the differences due
to changes in the number of runs.

Number of
runs

Means equality
t test P(T≤ t)

Decision

3 vs. 30 0.02851 Rejection of equality
4 vs. 30 0.04327 Rejection of equality
5 vs. 30 0.16751 Acceptance of equality
10 vs. 30 0.18250 Acceptance of equality
20 vs. 30 0.56857 Acceptance of equality
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significance, each experiment is conducted under three

satisfaction levels: good, moderate, and bad. The influence

of internal and external factors on the agents is balanced

by setting the elasticity coefficient (b) to 0.5. The hardship

and preferences of each agent are naturally correlated to

the group to which the agent belongs. For example, an

active agent that participates in the revolution, i.e., in the

WAP group, is assumed to have a random value from the

high hardship fuzzy region [0.55, 1] with more preference

toward the with-groups (e.g., [0.8, 1] toward the WAP

group) and lower preferences to the against-groups (e.g.,

[0, 0.1] toward the GAP group).

In the second stage, another set of validation techniques

was implemented. This includes the extreme condition test,

the degeneracy of the model’s behavior, and the traces.

First, the model is run under extreme conditions, for exam-

ple, under a bad satisfaction level with double intensity of

the with-revolution media and under a good satisfaction

level with double intensity of the against-revolution media.

The results in all the extreme cases examined were plausi-

ble and acceptable. The degeneracy of the behavior and

the traces are examined with the aid of operational gra-

phics and animation. The revolutionary crowd model is

developed in the NetLogo agent-based modeling environ-

ment, which enables visual animation to track all the vari-

ables of all the agents throughout the simulation runs to

ensure that the agents behave correctly and hence the

model is logically and behaviorally valid. For example,

Figures 11 and 12 show the tracing of the preferences and

the choices of a specific agent during the whole simulation

run.

In addition to these types of detailed graphical tracing

of the agents’ variables, two metrics have been developed

to gain more insight into the aggregate model behavior.

The metrics are used to address the changes in the struc-

ture of the crowd groups over time. The first metric, called

the standardized Euclidian distance (SED), addresses the

immediate changes in the structure of a group g at time t.

The SED is calculated as follows:

SED g; tð Þ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
in2t +out2t

q
numt�1

; where t . 1

Where in and out are the numbers of the agents joining and

leaving the group g at time t, respectively. The divisor num

is the number of agents in the group at time t 2 1, applied

for standardization purposes. Typically, SED(g, 1) = 0.

Figure 13 shows an example of the progress of the SED for

all seven groups throughout the simulation time.

The second metric, called the initial stability (IS), mea-

sures the changes in each group with respect to the initial

structure of the group. At each step, the percentage of the

native agents in each group, that is, the percentage of

agents that originally belonged to the group and are still in

the group, is calculated to represent the current stability of

the group with respect to its initial state (see Figure 14).

Normally, the initial stability of a group g at the beginning

of a run is 100%: IS(g, 1) = 100.

The third stage of the validation applied the face or

independent validation technique, where knowledgeable

individuals were consulted to evaluate the model. This

stage is composed of two phases, in which the conceptual

model, including the assumptions, structure, and causal

relationships underlying the model, as well as the simula-

tion runs, including the preliminary experiments, para-

meter values, and results, were evaluated. In the first

phase, the model was presented in a one-hour seminar at

Cairo University, attended by about 10 academic audi-

ences. The seminar produced a number of valuable com-

ments and recommendations that were considered before

the second phase of the validation was implemented, in

which the model was revised thoroughly by four profes-

sors in the field. The reviewers’ comments were then dis-

cussed in detail in a two-hour session. The comments

were studied and considered in the version of the model

presented in this research.

In the last stage, the event validity is implemented to

compare the simulation events with those of some target

systems. Specifically, the conclusions of this research

were correlated to real-life experiences. For example, the

superiority of the consistent media is asserted by the fact

that many recent protests all over the globe have been

ignited through relatively low-intensity but consistent

social media. This conclusion is also confirmed by the

widespread business belief in ‘‘repetitive advertising’’

over interrupted intensified advertisements. Another

Figure 11. NetLogo tracing of the preferences of a specific
agent.

Figure 12. NetLogo tracing of the choices of a specific agent.
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example concerns the importance of leaders in maintain-

ing the revolution momentum and the corresponding cut-

off of all the communication networks applied by the

Egyptian government to ‘‘assassinate’’ the invisible leader

of the crowd. This result is also confirmed by Übler and

Hartmann,14 who concluded that a trend is more likely to

spread if influential persons engage in joining it.

Finally, it has to be stressed that some validation or cali-

bration techniques have been found either inapplicable for

the revolutionary crowd model, e.g., the collection of data

through surveys or interviews, or unnecessary, with respect

to the context of the model, e.g. comparing the results with

a particular real revolution or protest.
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